
Media Pivots Back to COVID – Prelude to a Ukraine False Flag?

Description

UKRAINE: Over the past month, both the mainstream and alternative media worldwide have focused 
on the Russian military intervention in Ukraine. It was launched in response to almost nine years of 
Western provocations since the Euromaidan colour revolution saw the democratically elected Moscow-
friendly President Viktor Yanukovych overthrown and replaced with the successive pro-Western 
governments of Petro Poroshenko and Volodymyr Zelenskyy, whose eight year long war on the 
breakaway Republics of Donetsk and Luhansk, involving the use of neo-Nazi paramilitaries such as the 
Azov Battalion and the ethnic cleansing of both Republics’ predominantly ethic Russian populations, 
would act as a catalyst for the Russian Federation to intervene militarily in its Western neighbour – with 
attempts to resolve the situation peacefully by Moscow over the past several months having ultimately 
amounted to nothing following Kiev’s refusal to implement its’ side of the Minsk Agreements, which 
would have granted Donetsk and Luhansk a degree of autonomy while still remaining under Ukrainian 
rule.

In the past week however, the corporate media, has noticeably, in lockstep, switched its focus 
back to COVID-19, specifically the new ‘BA.2 variant’, and the positive tests of high-profile figures
such as Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, Jen Psaki and Doug Emhoff, husband of US Vice President
Kamala Harris  – media attention which has not been seen since multiple countries worldwide
simultaneously dropped all restrictions at the end of January, during the highly coincidental timing of
the World Economic Forum’s Davos Agenda virtual event.
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https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/01/the-davos-agenda-2022-addressing-the-state-of-the-world/


This sudden coordinated pivot back to the Covid mainstream media narrative, one that was 
suddenly dropped in a similar lockstep fashion two months ago, raises many questions. And with the
recent confirmation by current Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Victoria Nuland –
herself instrumental in the original Euromaidan regime change operation – that US-funded labs in
Ukraine were developing bioweapons, as well as allegations by the White House that Russia is
planning to use chemical weapons as part of the current military operation, there is indication that the
sudden media switch to Covid may be used as a means to clear the stage for a deadly escalation in
Ukraine – a false flag chemical attack or lab leak, blamed on Russia by the West, and used as means
for NATO to launch a ‘No Fly Zone’ over Ukraine, clamoured for by current Ukrainian President
Zelenskyy.

Indeed, the staging of a false flag chemical attack as a means to encourage a US-led military
intervention is a tactic with very recent usage by Washington’s Neocons.

In 2017, the Syrian Arab Republic had been in the grip of a six-year long regime change operation
launched in response to President Bashar al-Assad’s refusal to allow Western-allied Qatar to build a
pipeline through his country. Unlike Libya however, subjected to a similar regime change operation at
the same time and overrun and destroyed in the space of eight months by Western-backed terrorists,
Syria had been successfully able to withstand the similar Western-backed onslaught launched against
its territory, thanks in part to interventions by its’ allies Iran and Russia, which would lead to the regime-
change lobby taking reckless measures.

On the 4th of April 2017, a false flag chemical attack would be launched in the Syrian town of Khan
Shaykhun, resulting in the then-US administration of Donald Trump launching a cruise missile strike
against the Syrian government-controlled Shayrat airbase three days later, the first direct military
engagement between the West and Damascus since the regime change operation began, though one
that just stopped short of the full-scale military intervention that the Neocons had hoped for.

Undeterred, a similar false flag attack would be launched almost a year to the day later in the city of
Douma, this time resulting in the US, Britain and France launching air strikes against Syrian
government targets, though again stopping short of a Libya-style ‘No Fly Zone’.

Now with the near inevitability that the stage is being set for the same script to be played out in Ukraine
– possibly around the end of May when the World Economic Forum is due to hold its’ first in-person
summit in two years – the world must prepare itself for preventing the possible consequences, of a 
‘limited’ strike against Russian military infrastructure, similar to what happened in Syria, which 
could potentially result in the gravest consequence of all – World War III.

*

 

by Gavin O’Reilly is an activist from Dublin, Ireland, with a strong interest in the effects of British and 
US Imperialism. Secretary of the Dublin Anti-Internment Committee, a campaign group set up to raise 
awareness of Irish Republican political prisoners in British and 26 County jails. His work has previously 
appeared on American Herald Tribune, The Duran, Al-Masdar and MintPress News.
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https://www.c-span.org/video/?518355-1/undersecretary-nuland-russian-forces-seeking-control-chemical-weapons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSxaa-67yGM#t=89
https://ua.usembassy.gov/embassy/kyiv/sections-offices/defense-threat-reduction-office/biological-threat-reduction-program/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/exclusive-who-says-it-advised-ukraine-destroy-pathogens-health-labs-prevent-2022-03-11/
https://twitter.com/presssec/status/1501676240180322311?s=21
https://www.politico.eu/article/why-the-arabs-dont-want-us-in-syria-mideast-conflict-oil-intervention/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XShJGAIAZTo
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-syria-obama-order/exclusive-obama-authorizes-secret-u-s-support-for-syrian-rebels-idUSBRE8701OK20120801
https://www.welt.de/politik/ausland/article165905578/Trump-s-Red-Line.html
https://www-independent-co-uk.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.independent.co.uk/voices/douma-syria-opcw-chemical-weapons-chlorine-gas-video-conspiracy-theory-russia-a8927116.html?amp_js_v=a6&amp_gsa=1&amp&usqp=mq331AQHKAFQArABIA==&fbclid=IwAR1NlDoAeSBKaFgrNzbwYa-EbqJPSh8Gt9s-pbP5j8NgPuW88cCA3Sh-DA4#aoh=16142906312011&csi=1&referrer=https://www.google.com&amp_tf=From %1$s&ampshare=https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/douma-syria-opcw-chemical-weapons-chlorine-gas-video-conspiracy-theory-russia-a8927116.html
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/01/davos-2022-world-economic-forum-annual-meeting-may/
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